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OUR MISSION STATEMENT:  
Temple Sholom is a Reform Jewish congregation that welcomes traditional and non 
traditional Jewish families and individuals, aspiring to create a warm and caring  
Jewish atmosphere fostering inclusiveness and community. We engage in life long 
learning, worship, lifecycle events and social action (Tikun Olam), while cultivating  
a love and understanding of our Jewish heritage and promoting the perpetuation  
of Judaism. Temple Sholom strives to be an inclusive and accessible synagogue,  
welcoming to all who wish to meaningfully participate in our Jewish community.

Celebrating Rabbi Abraham’s  
18th (Chai) year at Temple Sholom 12/1/17



PILLAR BENEFACTORS

Ellen Berman

Natalie Darwin

Bill & Sandra Dreier

Alex & Luna Kaufman

David & Kathy  
Korngruen

Marianne Kriman

Daniel & Ellen Wolff

TRIPLE CHAI

Linda & David Nieporent

Mark & Sandra  
Nussenfeld

DOUBLE CHAI

Austin & Stacey Bender

Jonathan & Laura Bransky

Lynda Goldschein

Claire Greenberg

Scott & Sara Lerner

Robin Lyons

Alan Nacht 

David Richmand

George & Marlen Pogosky

Steven & Ann Saltzman

Janet Weinstein

CHAI

Anonymous

Marvin & Pam Brander

Marjorie Cohen

Barbara Danziger

Roger & Adrienne  
Graubard

Bruce & Jill Harris

David Harris

Alice Jaffe

Marion Portnoy

James & Stacey  
Pritchett

Michael & Roberta  
Zito

Temple Topics is published 8 times each year by  
Temple Sholom, 1925 Lake Avenue, Scotch Plains.  

This newsletter is available at no cost to subscribers.

Under the new Mishpakha 
Benefactor program, members 
who give 18% (Chai), 36%  
(Double Chai), 54% (Triple  
Chai) or 108% (Pillar) over  
the Sustaining Amount are  
recognized as Benefactors.  
We thank them for their 
commitment to and generous 
support of Temple Sholom. 
 

INTERESTED IN LEARNING 
HOW YOU CAN BECOME  
A BENEFACTOR?  
 

Contact Mark Nussenfeld  
at 908.305.1061 or
1stVP@sholomnj.org

Thank you to our Benefactor Members

LET US KNOW WHAT IS GOING ON IN YOUR LIFE!
 
Please let us know about your good news and
simchas. We would love to print it in Temple Topics
so that our entire congregation can kvell and shep
nachas with you. Just call, fax or e-mail the Temple
office and share your glad tidings.

Judaism has a moment to share joys and sorrows
with the community—an Aliyah. Please call the
Temple office by Wednesday morning of any given 
week if you would like an Aliyah for the following 
Shabbat.

If you become ill or are hospitalized, please  
let us know. Rabbi Abraham would like to visit  
you, and we would like to add your name to our  
Mi-Sheberach list. The hospital is NOT allowed  
to contact the Temple or the Rabbi unless you  
explicitly request them to do so.

Note: To let us know about your news, please  
contact the Temple office directly.

Temple Sholom
A Reform Congregation affiliated with the

Union for Reform Judaism (URJ)

 Rabbi Joel N. Abraham

 Rabbi Emeritus Gerald A. Goldman

 Cantor Darcie Naomi Sharlein

 President Karyn Weingarten

 Director of Education  Jennifer Levine

 Temple Administrator  Barbara Cooke

 Bookkeeper  Gayle Nettler

 Religious School 
 Administrative Assistant Amy Winkler

 Editor  Lisa Tannenbaum

 Advertising Coordinator  Linda Nieporent

 Temple Phone  908.889.4900

 E-mail  sholom@sholomnj.org

EXECUTIVE BOARD

 President  Karyn R. Weingarten 

 1st VP Mark Nussenfeld 

 2nd VP Pamela Brander 

 Secretary  Jonathan Kaplan 

 Treasurer  Lainie Sokolsky 

 Asst. Treasurer Linda Nieporent 

 Immediate Past President Suzanne M. Lyte 

TRUSTEES

Stacey Bender

Jonathan Bransky

David Carton

Marjorie Cohen

Lisa Drapkin

Bruce Harris

Daniel Jablon

Matt Klein

Aron Laufer

Scott Lerner

Bill Nadel

Eugene Schulman 

Daniel Sussman

Jill Wallis

HONORARY MEMBERS 
OF THE BOARD

Natalie Darwin 

William Dreier 

Sandra Dreier

Catherine Gilbert 

Luna Kaufman

Sandra Nussefeld 

 

Steven Saltzman 

Martin Schwartz

Susan Sedwin 

Neil Smith 

Lucille Taub

Susan Weiseman
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FROM THE RABBI’S STUDY

 First of all, I want to thank the entire congregation for the  
celebration last month of my first 18 years at Temple Sholom.   
I was touched to see so many who were able to be there for  
the dinner and service, or sent kind regrets; those who have  
contributed memories or thoughts to the scrapbook, and those 
congregational alumni who sent words to be read at the service.  
It was wonderful to be able to look back with all of you and now 
to continue to dream forward.

        Speaking at the service, I was drawn to the depiction of the 
bush burning unconsumed on our Ark.  Rabbi Lawrence Kushner 
explains that the miracle is not the bush itself, but that Moses took 
the time to notice that it burned without becoming burnt out.  What 
is the secret of continuing to give light, to constantly renew oneself, 
without running out of fuel?  That is my challenge at what may be 
the midpoint of my rabbinic career.  How do I continue to inspire the  
congregation?  By being inspired in turn.

        At the service, I shared that I would like to spend time with you, as individual  
congregants, to discover what brought you into the congregation, what inspires you, and 
thereby, where we can all go together.  As some congregants know, I am always happy to 
go to lunch. For those of you who are able to take time for lunch in our area, let’s find a 
time to sit down and talk.  If lunch is not possible in your schedule, perhaps we can find 
time for coffee in a morning or evening, or on a weekend.  I will be reaching out to some 
congregants - but there are a lot of you.  If I have not gotten to you yet, please reach out 
to me.

        Ben Zoma asks, “Who is wise?  The one who learns from everyone.”  (Pirke Avot 4:1)  
That is a rather large task, but there is a Torah that is each of us, and we teach by sharing 
who we are.  As quoted above, Proverbs says, “Wisdom belongs to those who seek  
advice.”  Advice is often freely given, and even without asking, but the learning behind 
that advice is only found through deeper listening.

        In looking back over my past 18 years, we have talked about being a reflective  
congregation - one that learns from its experiences, and changes in order to grow.  The 
way that we reflect is by knowing who we are.  We are a congregation that cares about 
each other - not only do we show caring by paying attention to others in our community, 
but we build that community by deepening our ties.  So, as I set out to learn from each of 
you - I challenge you to learn from each other as well.  Be bold - approach a fellow  
congregant whom you know only in passing and invite them and their family over for 
Shabbat dinner.  If you are a little less bold, then start up a conversation at an oneg or 
social event.  You may have something in common.  They may have a different opinion 
that expands your view of the world.  Seek out their wisdom and honor it.  Thank them 
for sharing.

        When the sage Hillel was stumped for the answer to a question of Jewish law, he  
decided to crowdsource.  He said, “But leave it to the Jewish people; if they are not 
prophets to whom God has revealed God’s secrets, they are the sons of prophets, and will 
certainly do the right thing on their own.” (Pesachim 66a).  We are the great-grandsons 
of those prophets, and between us, we know the right thing as well, we just need to listen 
to each other to figure it out.

Rabbi Joel N. Abraham

Wisdom belongs  

to those who  

seek advice

- Proverbs 13:10b



CANTOR’S CORNER

This year, Tu BiSh’vat falls on Wednesday, January 31 (beginning the  
evening of the 30th). Sometimes referred to as “the Jewish Arbor Day”  
or the “birthday of the trees,” the origins of Tu BiSh’vat go back to the  
tithing system of our ancestors, as described in the Mishnah. During the 
time of the Temple in Jerusalem, our ancestors were responsible for  
bringing a tenth of their year’s harvest as an offering. Tu BiSh’vat is in its  
origins a sort of tax year – the day on which the new year, in terms of 
counting the fruit crop, began. 

By the time of the writing of the Mishnah, however, around the year 200, 
the Temple was no longer standing. Tu BiSh’vat could have faded permanently into obscurity, 
but it has undergone a few major revivals. The medieval Kabbalists reinvented Tu BiSh’vat as 
a mystical holiday, complete with a seder during which one eats different types of fruits and 
grains and drinks wine, all holding symbolism and deeper meaning. In the 19th and 20th centu-
ries, Tu BiSh’vat was again reinvented, as a Zionist holiday celebrating working the land of Israel 
and making reality the dream of making the desert bloom. And in recent decades, with the rise 
of environmentalism, Tu BiSh’vat has been adapted as an environmental holiday for many Jews.

Since there is no formal synagogue aspect to Tu BiSh’vat, and since it falls on a weekday this 
year, it would be easy to let it slip by unnoticed and unobserved. However, there are lots of 
ways, big and small, you can bring Tu BiSh’vat into your day. Here are a few ideas to whet your 
appetite:

• Eat fruit! Drink wine or grape juice!

•  Be intentional about eating fruit. Whether over the course of one meal of over the course of 
the day, try to include at least one from the three categories set by the Kabbalists: fruit with an 
inedible outside but edible inside (nuts, oranges, bananas, etc); fruit with an edible outside  
but inedible pit (peaches, dates, olives, etc); fruits that are entirely edible (grapes, figs,  
blueberries, etc).

•  Be thankful for fruit. Before eating it, recite the blessing: Baruch Atah Adonai, Eloheinu Melech 
ha-olam, Borei p’ri ha-eitz (Blessed are You, Adonai our God, Ruler of the universe, Creator of 
the fruit of the tree).

•  Plant a tree in Israel (go to jnf.org).

•  Help make Israel bloom with a donation to a kibbutz. Did you know there are a few Reform 
kibbutzim? Kibbutz Lotan does great work and has an English language website: kibbutzlotan.
com. 

•  Plant parsley seeds or other greens (in a pot indoors!) which you can harvest for use in your  
Passover seder.

•  Start planning your garden. It may be too early to plant outdoors, but you can certainly re-
search from the comfort of your heated home!

•  Make “Seven Species Food Art.” Or just watch the video: follow the Tu BiSh’vat link at  
reform judaism.org.

•  Prune a tree (just first make sure it is one that is supposed to be pruned in winter).

•  Get in touch with an arborist. Tu BiSh’vat is a great time to check and make sure your trees  
are healthy. 

•  Buy an indoor plant.

•  Breathe. Appreciate our partnership with trees: we give them carbon dioxide; they give us 
oxygen. What a blessing!

Cantor Darcie Sharlein
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PRESIDENT’S MONTHLY MEMO

Audacious Hospitality is a recurring theme emphasized by the Union for 
Reform Judaism (URJ).  This concept involves welcoming and embracing 
all people especially those of different races, nationalities, gender, sexual 
orientation, religion, abilities, and beliefs.  Visual differences give us  
insight and prepare us before we engage in a conversation with someone.  
However, the differences we cannot see often surprise us and present a 
larger challenge.  The principles of audacious hospitality may seem obvious, 
but the implementation of audacious hospitality can be quite challenging. 

In early December, I had the pleasure of attending the URJ Biennial in 
Boston.  Its overarching theme of Reimagining Jewish Life through Diversity, Innovation, Action, 
Faith, and Community enabled me to experience Audacious Hospitality and its limitations.   
I travelled with Suzanne Lyte and Pam Brander.  We absorbed all that we could – including  
devouring delicious local foods – the BEST lobster rolls are at Summer Shack!  Suzanne’s  
energy and networking skills are remarkable.  Before we arrived in Boston she had made friends 
on the train.  Suzanne’s audacious hospitality “gathered” additional people throughout Biennial 
who joined us for meals and conversations.  This enabled us to learn from each other as we  
discussed successes and challenges among our congregations.  Pam’s dedication to the long-
range planning of Temple Sholom including improving our governance methods is impressive  
and was a theme she enthusiastically explored throughout Biennial.  

I reunited with NFTY (North American Federation of Temple Youth) friends that I hadn’t seen  
in over twenty-five years.  We were moved by riveting impassioned speeches from Reverend Dr. 
William J. Barber, U.S. Senator Elizabeth Warren, and Fran Drescher as well as captivating Jewish 
scholars and professionals.  Biennial’s audacious hospitality was contagious, but something was 
missing. 

As Reform Jews, we embrace our traditions and take passionate stands on social issues; yet, we 
have differing beliefs.  Only one panel at Biennial attempted to address this issue.  “How to  
Embrace and Honor the Diversity of Political Voices in the Reform Movement” acknowledged that 
it is convenient to make assumptions and generalities in grouping people together and warned 
that differing beliefs must neither divide our country nor our congregation.  At Temple Sholom  
we pride ourselves on being inclusive rather than exclusive.  Our congregants are comprised of 
different races, nationalities, gender, sexual orientation, religion, abilities, and beliefs.   
Community is not homogeneity.  We shouldn’t expect we all will agree as it is quite impossible, 
since many factors shape our opinions and views.  Differing views among Temple Trustees help 
make our congregation strong and vibrant for all congregants.  Regardless of differences, Temple 
Sholom strives to be a welcoming sanctuary of kindness and a safe Jewish community for all.  

I challenge you to strengthen our community and speak 
with each other and embrace our differences, including  
our differing opinions.  A dialogue among friends  
requires passionately expressing our beliefs and  
respectfully criticizing and questioning.  I am confident 
that our bonds of shared commitment to Temple  
Sholom and Judaism can sustain our disagreements.  
Genuinely looking at each other will enable us to learn 
and embrace our visual and hidden differences.  When 
we take this risk, we will have more meaningful  
conversations, deepen our relationships, and truly be 
audaciously hospitable.

Karyn Weingarten
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RELIGIOUS SCHOOL NEWS AND VIEWS

Dear Temple Families,

Recently a third grader in our community was chatting with me and said that she is 
“stressed out”. Surprised and concerned, I asked her about it.  Without a moment of 
hesitation, she shared her “worry list” which included homework, tests, after school 
activities and challenges with her siblings.

My heart goes out to her and all of the students and parents who have been  
expressing a feeling of overwhelm and unease. I can relate. I have struggled with  
anxiety during my life and even with my regular mediation practice, I need to work  
actively to shift during the course of a day often - sometimes even hour by hour - 
from a feeling of anxiety  to a feeling of calm.

It seems to me that this fall in particular, I am witnessing an increasing number of students in our school dealing 
with challenging emotional issues. I am happy and heartened that parents are being proactive about seeking 
professional help for their children.

The clergy, teaching staff and I care deeply about the emotional health of your family and want to be an ally to 
you—whether you happen to be dealing with a particular issue or not right now.

The research on the relationship between our mental state and ability to learn at this point is clear. When feeling 
stressed, our brain shuts down.

“When there are threatening or unpredictable changes in the environment, the brain immediately engages in 
an “alarm” response. If the threat continues, the brain will then enter either what is commonly referred to as the 
“flight or fight” response or a “freeze and surrender” response. When engaged in fight or flight, the body is 
flooded with adrenaline and every sense is attuned to possible threats. When engaged in the “freeze and  
surrender” response, the body slows down and the individual begins to dissociate or “tune out” from the world.  
-Trama’s impact on learnings. Compton unified school district

As teachers, we witness this daily—as students who are calm and happy excel.

Interestingly, we are now learning that student centered models of education are the most successful, and we strive 
through our open classroom model and active learning religious school to align ourselves with these strategies:

“In the past two decades, neuroimaging and brain-mapping research have provided objective support to the 
student-centered educational model. This brain research demonstrates that superior learning takes place when 
classroom experiences are relevant to students’ lives, interests, and experiences. Lessons can be stimulating and 
challenging without being intimidating, and the increasing curriculum requirements can be achieved without 
stress, anxiety, boredom, and alienation as the pervasive emotions of the school day.” Edutopia, Judy Willis, MD

In the last few months, we’ve taken a number of action steps to reduce the stress of our students.

Every Sunday, I bring “Shemesh”—a turtle puppet into our k/1 class for a short lesson on Jewish Mindfulness  
Meditation. The lessons are from a curriculum I developed as my final project for the two year professional  
development course I took through the Institute for Jewish Spirituality. The students have learned things like a 
Shalom Pause, a number of simple Hebrew chants to calm themselves, and last Sunday, “buddie breathing”—a 
technique in which they lie down, put a stuffed animal on their bellies and witness the rise and fall of their breath.

Our staff had a visit recently from Michael Zito, a member of our congregation and licensed Psychologist who 
helped us understand the basics of anxiety and how to help students during transitions.

If your child is experiencing anxiety, please let us know. Our teachers want to partner with you to make our 
school and Temple a safe and supportive place. As a spiritual community, we are uniquely positioned to function 
in this way.

“Research shows that people who are more religious or spiritual use their spirituality to cope with life. They’re 
better able to cope with stress, they heal faster from illness, and they experience increased benefits to their 
health and wellbeing. On an intellectual level, spirituality connects you to the world, which in turn enables you to 
stop trying to control things all by yourself. When you feel part of a greater whole, it’s easy to understand that 
you aren’t responsible for everything that happens in life.” Dr. Roberta Less

Don’t hesitate to reach out to myself, our teaching staff or the Clergy if you need support and/or a referral to a 
professional.

We are all here for you.

Warmly, 
Jennifer Levine 
Director of Education
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Maureen Beckerman 1/3

Harper Carton 1/4

Holden Carton 1/4

Lyla Gleason 1/4

Sharon van Blijdesteijn 1/5

Andrea Lerner 1/7

Dr. Ann Saltzman 1/7

Talia Remba 1/8

Scott Lerner 1/9

Austin Bender 1/10

Mario Azcarraga 1/11

Mark Nussenfeld 1/12

Eva Isaacs 1/14

Julie MacDonald 1/14

Tyler Sklarin 1/14

Mindy Carton 1/15

Adam Wachtel 1/15

Lisa Rossello 1/16

Emily Serna 1/17

Miriam Claire Serna 1/17

Hannah Silverman 1/17

Jacob Beckerman 1/18

Neva Sachar 1/21

Jonathan Tabak 1/23

Samuel Fechtner 1/24

Stephen Flood 1/24

Jeff Sklarin 1/24

Susan Sedwin 1/25

David Blaschak 1/26

William Leitner 1/26

Josh Piezas 1/26

David Carton 1/27

Zoe Wallis 1/27

Daelynn Duralek 1/29

Amanda Seewald 1/29

Lena Blumenstock 1/30

Elliott Rubin 1/30

Sam Rubin 1/30

Connie Foland 1/31

Jaime LaRosa 2/1

Jacob Schulman 2/1

Beth Blitzstein 2/2

Jemma Brickman 2/3

Riley Brickman 2/3

Ari Barmak 2/4

Wendy Sciara 2/4

Ruth Smith 2/4

Alexa LaRosa 2/5

April Rosenthal 2/5

Jennifer Blumenstock 2/6

Shari Littman 2/6

Elana Rebecca Nieporent 2/7

Ari White 2/7

Rick Lieberman 2/9

Mark Rosen 2/9

Rebecca King 2/10

Sophie Mason 2/11

Jeannette Koizumi 2/12

Shea Sklarin 2/12

Jordana Reisberg 2/13

Isaac Amador 2/14

Spencer Brown 2/14

Deanna Zollinger 2/14

Morton Edelman 2/15

Charlotte Seiden 2/15

Jamie Kristiansen 2/16

Nancy Tepper 2/16

Mallory Banks 2/17

Lynn Mollick 2/18

Judy Schwartz 2/18

Nicole LaCorte-Klein 2/19

Dov Ben-Shimon 2/20

Ava Lerner 2/20

Harry Dreier 2/21

George Pogosky 2/22

David Sprinzen 2/22

Harold Yood 2/23

Susan Lehman 2/24

Julie Friedman 2/25

Meadow Spieler 2/25

Emma Rothman 2/27

Benjamin Serna 2/27

Marcia Glatman 2/28
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HAPPY BIRTHDAY!

Daniel & Ellen Wolff  1/3 Leonard & Neva Sachar  2/12 Lynn Mollick & Milton Spett  2/12

HAPPY ANNIVERSARY

THANK YOU

Each year Temple Sholom adopts needy families from the King’s Daughters Day School in 
Plainfield and provides gifts to make their holidays brighter. Thank you to all who participated:

Ellen Berman

The Binkowitz Family

Claire Bisgay

Debbie & Ed Bort

The Carton Family

Marjorie Cohen

Natalie Darwin

Rita Ferraro

Alice Jaffe

Margaret & David Jaffe

Robin Lyons

Dottie & Marshall Krugman

The Nieporent Family

Mallary Saltzman & Tom Smith

The Serna Family



CONGRATULATIONS TO THIS MONTH’S B’NEI MITZVAHS

DARA JORDAN HSU will become a Bat Mitzvah on 
January 6.  Dara is a 7th grade honor roll student at 
Terrill Middle School.  Besides spending time with her 
family and friends, Dara is an avid dancer.  Dara has 
been dancing for 10 years and has been on the studio 
competition team for 6 years.  This love of dance led 
Dara to her mitzvah project.  At a recent dance com-
petition, Dara’s team earned the prestigious “Sparkle in the Sky” award.  
This award was given to the team with the most inspirational dance and 
all money from this dance was donated in memory of a dancer killed by 
domestic violence.  Dara will be raising funds and collecting items for 
the local police department to help those families who must flee their 
homes for safety.  

HANNAH SILVERMAN will become a Bat Mitzvah on 
January 20. She lives in Cranford with her parents, 
younger brother Benjamin, and dog Duke. Hannah is 
an honors student at Hillside Avenue School and  
enjoys playing lacrosse year-round and field hockey in 

the fall, playing clarinet in the school band, doing  
Embody Love workshops, and hanging out with her 

friends. For her Mitzvah project, Hannah worked in the  
kitchen to bake and sell pies and goodies over multiple weeks to donate 
the profits to Farmers Against Hunger, a charity that provides fresh  
produce to those in need. She believes that healthy food is important 
and should be available to all. Farms participate by allowing volunteers 
with Farmers Against Hunger to pick the produce that has fallen or has 
been saved to donate. Hannah truly enjoyed gleaning with them to  
collect over 18,000 apples in one day and plans to volunteer annually 
with this wonderful charity. 
 Hannah has worked very hard in preparation for her Bat Mitzvah 
and her family is extremely proud of her. She and her family are looking 
forward to being surrounded by family and friends as they celebrate 
this simcha.
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ARI BARMAK is a 7th grader at Hillside Avenue School 
in Cranford.  He loves to play basketball, act, and play 
video games. For his Bar Mitzvah project, he ran a  
basketball marathon at the First Presbyterian Church  
in Cranford. Something he believes now, after running 
a basketball event to benefit cancer research, is that 
everyone should run their own charity event sometime 
in their life. He believes this because running an event 
develops leadership skills. You also can grow closer with your  
community when you get them to come together to support a cause. 
And finally, running an event raises money for an organization and  
benefits others in the world. 
 
In running the event, Ari made fifteen hundred dollars, which was five 
hundred dollars over his goal! Ari was very pleased but didn’t have time 
to celebrate because at the time he was in two different plays and was 
taking piano lessons. In his spare time Ari likes to play piano and  
saxophone, and hang out with his dog Jessie.  Ari would like to thank 
his parents for always supporting him, and his grandparents for  
understanding him, and also his friends for being there for him.  
Ari hopes that you will come to his Bar Mitzvah on February 10!

Gale & Ross Miller hosted the Sholom AGAIN! Pre-Chanukah Party on 12/10/17

SPOTLIGHT EVENT

Kathy Korngruen, Robin Lyons, David Korngruen, 
Gale Miller, Sandi & Cliff Sobel

Robin Lyons 
with Cheer & 
Gale Miller >

<  Mark  
Nussenfeld  
& Cliff Sobel

<



JANUARY 5 

Julia Abrams 

Volko Balanevsky

Moise Bibasse

David Boydman

Maria Milagros  
  De Jesus

Sam Fifer

Richard Arnold Fisher

Judy Flanzbaum

Adam Fuerstenberg

Lubov Gatker

Lillian Goldschein

Steven Gordon

Nathan Greenhouse

Moshe Groisman

Henry Grossman

Mitzi Gusack

Irving Hahn

Arno Herzberg

Harvey Jackel

Doris Jedel

Howard Kibbel

Pearl Kotler

Larry Lepelstat

Marcia Lerner

Charles Lowenthal

Edythe Mallin

Polina Margulis

Joseph Meyerson

Charles Miller

Marshall Neuhauser

Robert O’Brien

Ronni Porbin

Sherlie Quint

Ischaya Risman

Edythe Rosinthal

Samuel A. Sandow

Benjamin Schnitzer

Jack Schwab

Emanuel Schwartz

Catherine Seewald

Ralph Shectman

Hank Sheitelman

Isidor Tornberg

Harold Van Wert

Sheldon Weinstein

JANUARY 12 

Esther Bort

Ann Cohen

Robert Cohen

Abraham Dipkin

Sy Dipkin

Sholom Egert

Harry Frank

Charles Frankel

Leona Garrell

Norman Goldberg

Arthur Goldstein

Lenora Gottlieb

Bertha Grossman

Margot Jacobson

Edith Joseph

Benjamin Kolstein

Charles Krauss

Evelyn Kronman

Seymour Kupperman

David Noah Lambert

Abe U. Lockfeld

Lony Merel

Rosalie Meshover

Richard Pogosky

Emma Polskin

Mandel Rapps

Brian Rodrig

Yetta Rosenblatt

Beatrice Sadowsky

Max Schoenhouse

Phillip Sklarin

Jay Slack

Rose Taradesh-Fox

JANUARY 19 

Sylvia Berger

Evelyn Stoler Bern-

stein

Burt Brown

Thomas Cohen

Rebecca Darwin

Samuel Fingerman

Rose Finkelstein

Jules Fromm

Izrail Goldvasser

Saul Gorne

Loretta “Ginny” Grau-

bard

Jackie Green

Esther Greenberg

Edith Hahn

Selden C. Hayes

Edith Hayman

Robert Heyman

David Katz

Fred Kaufman

Abram Kunzman

Jeff Memisha

Anton Miller

Rosa Miller

Benjamin Rosenfeld

Julius Schneller

Daniel Schulman

Dennis Shapiro

Helen Shugar

Harold Umansky

Joseph Waugh

Leonard Whitman

JANUARY 26 

David Aronson

Max Bertish

Bette Cohen

Edith Conner

Herb Dinnerman

Sarah Eva Epstein

Sari Fireman

Murray Ganezer

Lena Gelfond

Louis Gidding

Myra Goldstein

Helen Hagenow

Goldie Kret Hoffman

Renee Hoffman

Edward J. Isack

Lois Klieger

Nathan Lipman

Minnie Orenstein

Joe Paris

Bessie Payenson

Sydney Pinn

Sarah Reiss

Ted Rosenblatt

Daniel Saunders

Julius Schiffman

Rae Schwartz

Dennis Shapiro

Oscar Victorson

Mortimer Weingarten

Max Weiss

Raymond Weiss

Stewart Wolf

FEBRUARY 2 

David J. Arenson

Joseph Beck

Alice Berkman

Sarah Bieda

Harry Blitzer

Doris Boress

Jacob Breen

Peggy Brown

Anna Dresdale

Ralph Felmeister

Abraham David Glass

Esther Goldstein

Valerie Goldstein

Charles Golin

CYCLE OF LIFE
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Gerson Gordon

Archie Greenberg

Mae Gross

Harold Kravitz

Zenia Laufer

Clara Lifson

Scherie C. Lockfeld

Sadie Behar Mardy

Brad Menkes

Joel Messing

Hyman Meyerson

Joseph Moomaw

Max Nathanson

Kalman Rothberg

Louis Rubin

Helen B. Sandow

Leonard Smith

Pearl Sommer

Stewart Wolf

FEBRUARY 9

Arthur Abraham

Mary Berman

Stanley Bloom

Anna Bobylova

Sidney Breen

Esheli Bronston

Marvin Cohen

Harry Dreier

Alta Dubkin

Joseph Friedlander

Perry Goldfeder

Herbert Abraham 

Goldstein

Barry Gollin

Carl Gordon

Jack Greenspan

Annelie Herzberg

Hannah Miriam Hey

Edwin Kaufman

Lillian Keshen

Clara Ray  
 Kirschenbaum

Charles Klein

Susan McCormack

Paul Owens

Lena Pearl

Ronald Peterson

Jeanette Poppel

Bertha Resch

Louise Rosin

Carl Sachs

Bernard Sass

Ann Schwartz

Charles Simkin

Stephen Siner

Bernice Spigel

Ida St. Lifer

Harry Taub

Rae Balaban Verbel

Al Vogel

Marie Webb

Gertrude Weiseman

FEBRUARY 16 

Martin Baruch

Robert Scott Berman

George Dinnerman

Anna Drachman

Nettie Feinberg

Irma Fleck

Jarrod Alexander 

Goldfarb

Sophie Jaffe

Bette Lewin

Philip Liberman

Bella Liebowitz

Alfred Moser

Abram Popick

Charles Rosenberg

Eva Sandberg

Dorothy Scher

Herman Schlosser

Jessica Schoenberg

Hannah Schwartz

Irene Scovronek

Benjamin Tepper

Bernard Weigl

Jac B Weiseman

Julienne Winarsky

FEBRUARY 23 

Fanny Alpert

Matthew Arasin

Kate Belok

Edith Berlant

Julius Berman

Blanka Breit

Philip Brenner

Shari Brief

Henriette Chester

David Darwin

Mildred Dengrove

Dorothy Friedman

Marvin Gold

Paula Gordon

Dyna Gorfinkel

Sanford Gottlieb

Jonathan Grebanier

Alan John Higgins

Barnet Kenyon

Meyer Keshen

Benjamin Klein

Bernard Krigstein

Darren Lederman

Augusta Stadler Levin

Paul Karl Levine

Dora M. Levy

Benjamin Lubin

Jay Murray

Rose Nacht

Bertha Nathanson

Alvin Pearl

Sanky Perlowin

Marion Rapps

Abraham Rothseid

Rose Rutenberg

Nancy Sarnoff

Rivka Seiden

Isadora Siebert

Clara Thorner

David Trenk

Sylvia Weingarten

Beatrice Zausner

MARCH 2 

Lawrence Littman

Eugene Lockfeld

Ann Lubin

Maurice Marin

Tobia Meyers

Harold Nadel

Bertha Nathanson

Terese Nishball

Bernard Nussenfeld

Bessie Payenson

Emil Romm

Jacob Rubin

Gertrude Rudwitz

Lee Schoeman

Sadie Schoenbrun

Grace Seiden

Florence Shapiro

Allan Sheldon

Shirley Silver

Harold Stein

Rose Weiss

George Winarsky

CYCLE OF LIFE
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NEWS FROM THE GOVERNANCE COMMITTEE

This past Autumn, the Board directed the formation of a Governance Committee,  
comprised of 2nd VP Pam Brander and six board members, to revise the Temple’s  
current constitution in ways that helps us to move forward into the 21st century.   
The goal of this effort is to produce a constitution that:

 •  Defines a governance model that fully supports the vision, mission and values of 
our congregation, and focuses the board on addressing the strategic issues that 
matter for our future.

 •  Clarifies the roles and responsibilities of officers and board members, creates clear 
lines of authority, ensures accountability, and promotes good stewardship of the 
Temple’s assets.

 •  Streamlines the committee structure, and empowers committee chairs to take  
action within their areas of operation.

 •  Provides for appropriate oversight of professional staff, and for those charged 
with day-to-day decision-making.

 •  Defines processes to ensure transparency of Board operations, and to obtain input 
from stakeholders within the congregation.

 •  Satisfies all legal requirements established for religious organizations.

We’re now seeking input from current and past officers and board members on the 
strengths and weaknesses of the Temple’s current constitution.  Our questions here  
center on items that should be added to the constitution to bring it into closer alignment 
with our plans for the future.   We’re also assessing the work of similarly situated  
congregations who have recently undertaken revisions to their governing model, an  
effort for which the URJ has provided much support.

The next step will be to use this information to craft a governance model that meets our 
goals and objectives, incorporating the input we received in the first stage of this effort.  
The terms and conditions of our revised constitution will reflect and support this model.  
We’ll be sharing  
our deliberations with the board as we go along, and we’re hoping to have a Board- 
approved draft before the end of the first quarter.

Our final step will be to present the proposed governance model and its associated  
documents to the congregation so that we can address your concerns and incorporate 
any suggestions that you might have into the final version.  Although it assumes a  
very aggressive schedule, we’re hoping to bring a final document up for a vote at our  
next annual meeting in June.

Pamela Brander, 2nd VP



NOTES FROM ABROAD

Our Sister Congregation in Budapest 
Sim Shalom Congregation, December 5, 2017

We’ve now had Diane Senechal participating in two Shacharit 
services, and she is already making a very great contribution 
to the musicality and sprituality of our ritual. The first time 
she leyned the Torah after giving a very interesting drasa 
on the portion, pointing out how the trope of the music 
emphasized what was happening in the story. The second time, just last Saturday, she also led 
the whole service, as Cantor. She has a very fine voice, a great knowledge of liturgical music, 
and a very good style for leading the service. It’s good that Diane has learned many of the 
tunes that we are accustomed to use in chanting the prayers, but she also brought in a few 
new ones she learned from B’nei Jeshurun congregation in midtown Manhattan while she was 
a member there. B’nei Jeshurun has an outstanding musical service which I and Rabbi Kelemen 
attended once back in 2000 and it was a most moving experience. If you ever have a chance to 
attend yourself, I highly recommend it. Starting in January, Diane will also serve as Cantor for 
our Kabbalat services twice a month. We are very lucky to have her during this period when she 
is teaching in a nearby city for a couple of years.

The more educational and cultural parts of our programs are now in full swing. Besides the  
bi-weekly Torah Study on Saturday mornings, Rabbi Kelemen is teaching a biweekly course 
on the general topic “What Judaism Can Teach Us” about things like solitude and community, 
secrets of aging well, truth, freedom, the afterlife, and the Messiah. Also, we have started again 
to have occasional Oneg Shabbat evenings with a short service and then a presentation of 
some interesting topic. The first was presented by one of our members, Aniko Pogany, who 
talked about three examples of how Jewish thinking was secularized into modern psychology. 
The examples she discussed were the writings of the psychoanalyst Erich Fromm, the founding 
of Psychodrama by Jacob and Zerka Moreno, and work on non-violent communication 
developed by Marshall Rosenberg. Aniko herself is quite involved in Psychodrama, as are a 
couple of other Sim Shalom members.

On the premises front, we are about to hand in our bid for renting a big flat owned by the city 
to use as a synagogue. Unfortunately, it will be open bidding, so there’s is a good chance that 
someone else will be able to bid more, and get the contract. We’ll know in mid-January whether 
we won the bid or not. In any case, in January we’ll move back for at least a while into Balint 
Haz JCC when it’s renovation is finished.

This last weekend we enjoyed the annual Jewish and Israeli Film Festival which took place this 
year in two of the bigger artfilm theatres. There must have been about 20 films shown, of which 
Kati and I personally saw four. The best were “Moos”, about the everday life of a Jewish family 
in Amsterdam, and a documentary about an interview with David Ben-Gurion shortly before he 
died. It’s a shame there is no leader of his stature and quality now in Israel.
 Best wishes, 
Jesse Weil

Any U.S. reader who wishes to make a donation to Sim Shalom Congregation can  
do so by going to the web site of our support organization, Friends of Sim Shalom; 
http://www.friendsofsimshalom.org/

Your support will be much appreciated at this difficult time.  
And for more information about the congregation visit the website:
http://www.sim-shalom.org
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Religious School Teacher Honored for Excellence

The recipient of the 2017 Hoffman- 
Grinspoon Award for Excellence in  
Jewish Education is Linda Shapiro Wolf, 
a third- and fourth-grade Hebrew and  
Judaica teacher in the religious school  
at Temple Sholom in Scotch Plains.

The award was presented at the JKid 
Educator Interchange workshop on  
December 4 at the JCC Central in 
Scotch Plains. The 2017 Harold  
Grinspoon Foundation’s North  
American Grinspoon Award for  
Excellence in Jewish Education,  
awarded through our Federation, is 
funded locally by the family of Gene 
Hoffman and his late wife, Adele.  
Federation’s Chief Jewish Learning  
Officer, Robert Lichtman, and Director  
of Empowerment for Families with 
School Age Children, Justin Sakofs,  
did the honors and presented the  
prestigious award. Temple Sholom  
Rabbi Joel Abraham offered stories of 
her wonderful contributions.

Wolf was nominated by her supervisor, 
Jennifer Levine. “Linda combines years 
of experience working with special needs students in public schools with a passion and commitment 
to Jewish life and learning,” Levine said. “At the age of 75, she is the most engaged, vibrant teacher 
on our staff, forming deep connections with all of her students and serving as a mentor to her fellow 
teachers, allowing them to grow and shine.”

In her nomination, Levine detailed how Linda’s classroom is abuzz with activity and how she lights 
up a room with her ruach, singing, and positive energy. “As a senior in our community, Linda is  
an amazing role model for aging with grace... Our entire school is constantly inspired by her  
commitment and her unfailing energy. She is a total gift to all who work with her!”

Wolf received a $1,000 cash award from the Hoffman Family Fund, plus a $500 honorarium and a 
plaque from the Grinspoon Foundation.

SPOTLIGHT MEMBER
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LOOKING FOR THE RIGHT RELIGIOUS SCHOOL and
COMMUNITY for your family?

Learn more about our new, innovative approach to membership
and religious school at our

Open House on Sunday, January 21, 10am – noon

RSVP by January 16th to 908-889-4900 or office@sholomnj.org



Linda Wolf Honored with Hoffman-Grinspoon Award
Temple Sholom Educator is all about Loving-Kindness

By Michael Loberfeld
 
“A teacher never knows where their influence stops,” firmly believes Linda Wolf, educator at Temple Sholom 
in Scotch Plains, and recently-announced winner of the Hoffman-Grinspoon Award for excellence in Jewish 
education.

“I’ve had kids come back to me and say, ‘You made a difference in my life,’ when at the time I didn’t feel like 
I made a difference”, said Wolf. “I think that’s why I’m very conscious of every child. I don’t know all the time 
when I reach them or when I don’t, I just hope that what I’m doing is reaching them. You don’t always know. 
Sometimes you do, but sometimes you don’t. That’s why I always feel like I need to be kind to every child.” 

The Hoffman-Grinspoon Award, which was presented to Wolf on December 4 at the JCC of Central New 
Jersey in Scotch Plains, is a joint effort between the Grinspoon Foundation and philanthropists Gene and the 
late Adele Hoffman. The award is given to up to two Jewish educators in the Greater MetroWest area, as well 
as select educators in other regions, who have exhibited innovation in the classroom while helping to shape 
the future of Jewish education.

Wolf is the second Temple Sholom educator to receive the honor in the past three years. Temple Sholom’s 
Director of Education, Jennifer Levine, commented “Linda sees the sacred in every child and nurtures it with 
a fine mix of structure, challenge and kindness”. Levine added, “Her energy is unstoppable- admirable at any 
stage of life, let alone the senior years. We are deeply blessed to have her”.

Wolf, a veteran educator with 30 years of experience in special as well as mainstream education in public 
schools, and 20 years of experience in Jewish education, teaches Inclusive Hebrew to children at Temple 
Sholom. Inclusive Hebrew, Wolf explained, “is Hebrew for kids who need some extra help, and who need He-
brew taught a little bit differently than it’s normally taught”. 

She also works one-to-one with adults in the congregation to teach them Hebrew. She starts by teaching the 
adults the very basics of Hebrew, then teaches them the Hebrew prayers, all the way to preparing them to 
make their adult Bat or Bar Mitzvah. The process of working individually with each adult can take a couple of 
years, and she does it as a volunteer.  She has even written a book sharing her wisdom about how to teach 
Hebrew to people who have different styles of learning. 

“I think Temple Sholom is special, which makes teaching there special, because it’s a place that values indi-
viduals, to be who they are, and therefore to learn however they need,” she said. “It’s very much the philoso-
phy of the school that we all help each other. If I can do something that you can’t, then I help you do it. And 
if you can do something I can’t, you help me do it. We work together with our strengths, and even our weak-
nesses are fine, everybody’s got them, everybody knows certain things and they don’t know others. We’re all 
valued. Temple Sholom is just a lovely community, where we’re all important.”

“Everybody can learn. They deserve to be taught,” believes Wolf. Wolf further articulated, “I have taught 
adults who said to me that they couldn’t learn Hebrew, and I don’t believe that. Everybody can learn Hebrew 
if we teach it to them the way that they need to be taught.”

Wolf herself learned Hebrew for the first time, together with her son, when she was in her 30s and her son 
was 12. Up until that point, she knew no Hebrew nor any Jewish prayers except for the blessing for the can-
dles. Wolf made her own Bat Mitzvah at age 44.

Jewish education is vital, said Wolf, “Because we have an incredibly old and wondrous religion, that if you 
aren’t educated, you can’t carry on.” 

“Our religion is living”, stated Wolf. “Judaism teaches a way to live that’s good, not only religious- wise, but 
how we deal with the universe. Judaism teaches us how to deal with other people, and how to deal with our 
world in a loving and kind way, and if we don’t teach our children, then it will be lost.”  

“We all have purpose here on earth, I believe. And our purpose is to make the world a better place, a more 
peaceful, happy place” said Wolf. “If I can teach loving and caring and being open to other human beings, 
then I’ve done something good,” she reflected. 

Through all of her years of teaching, Wolf has learned to be more patient, and learned that people, despite 
any differences they may have, all tend to respond in a similar manner to kindness.
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FAMILY PROMISE HOUSING PROJECT

Temple Sholom housed 5 homeless families in combination with Family Promise  
11/19–11/26/17. Jill Kaplan and Nicole Klein coordinated the entire project. We were  
especially grateful to celebrate Thanksgiving together with these families. Thanks to  
everyone that donated food, supplies, efforts cooking/serving and chaperoning.
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The Board of Trustees lighting  
our outdoor menorah on 12/18/17

<  Family Track: 
Rachel, Harper 
& Ryder Richer

Jennifer Levine 
& Poppy Striegel 
celebrating their 
birthdays >

Rabbi Abraham at the Hebrew School T’fillah Service celebrating his 50th 
birthday. Jennifer Levine & Poppy Striegel also celebrating their birthdays.

Family Track:  
Susan Casey, Sam & 
Andy Rubin

<

<
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SAVE THE DATE
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Higgins Home for Funerals, Inc. 
 Serving the Jewish community since 1868 

 Prearranged Payment Plans 

 Out of State Services 

 Family 
owned and 
operated 
for over 
135 years. 

Watchung 

752 Mountain Boulevard 

Plainfield 

209 West 8th Street 

(908)756-0017 

Eighth of a 
page ads. 
Next page is 
quarter/half 
page ads 
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Show Your Temple Pride! 
 
Here is Cantor Sharlein modeling our Temple  
Sholom Boat Bag! Mugs and car magnets are also 
available. 
 
All are available for purchase in the Temple office. 
Please make checks payable to Temple Sholom. 
 

 

Magnets $3 
Mugs   $8 
Bags:  $20 

Show Your  
Temple Pride!

Mugs and car magnets are available for 
purchase in the Temple office. Please make 

checks payable to Temple Sholom.

MAGNETS $3
MUGS $8

PLOTS AVAILABLE AT MOUNT LEBANON CEMETARY
Temple Sholom has Cemetery Plots for sale at Mount Lebanon in Iselin. There are singles, doubles  
and several multiple plots available.  We offer plots at well below the going rate as a consideration  
for our community. Non-Jewish spouses and immediate family members can also purchase plots  

alongside their loved ones where available. 

Please call David Korngruen 908-868-8982 with your questions and/or interest for more information.

We want to send a warm welcome to Cheer, 
our first service dog. You will see him around 
Temple with his human, Robin Lyons. Even 
though he is cute and friendly, please don’t 
pet Cheer or interact with him, without 
speaking to Robin first.  He is busy at work 
and should not be distracted.  Thank you.

INCLUSION CORNER

A big thank you to Jill Kaplan and Nicole Klein 

for their selfless acts & devotion of time,  

energy and love when we housed of the  

homeless during the week of Thanksgiving.

THANK YOU
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TEMPLE SHOLOM FUNDS (Please Indicate One) 
The following are funds that members of Temple Sholom have created to encourage activities by and 

for members of the congregation and the surrounding community. Named tributes (minimum of $15) as 
well as regular donations are welcome.  

 

I would like to donate  $18  $36 $54  Other $ ____ to the fund marked below in 
 Honor /  Memory of ______________________ By ___________________ 

 My check is enclosed  Please bill my Temple account (Temple members only) 
GENERAL FUNDS

 Building Beautification Fund  
 Cantor’s Discretionary Fund  
 Congregants’ Emergency Fund 

 To provide short term financial aid to members in dire straits 
 Frances & William Goldstein Library Fund  

 To purchase & repair publications, books & equipment 
 Hospitality Fund  
 Litner/Podolier Membership Assistance Fund 
 Marie Fuss Senior Citizen Fund 

 To provide an annual special program for this membership group 
 Mortgage Retirement Fund 
 Music Fund To enhance music at the Temple 
 Prayerbook Fund 
 President’s Discretionary Fund  

To be used by the President for/to the benefit of the Temple 
 Rabbi’s Discretionary Fund 
 Temple Sholom Endowment Fund 
  Initial Funding from Harold Schwartz President’s Fund  
 Temple Sholom Wish List Donation 
 Tzedakah Fund for Social Action & Caring Committee Activities 
 Unrestricted Temple Donation 

Non Profit Org. 
U.S. POSTAGE 

PAID 
Rahway, N.J. 

Permit No. 712 

TEMPLE SHOLOM 
1925 LAKE AVENUE 
SCOTCH PLAINS, NJ 07076 

DATED MAIL 

ADDRESS SERVICE REQUESTED 

EDUCATION & SCHOLARSHIP FUNDS 
 

 A. A. Null/ Lang Kodesh Fund for Youth Activities 
 For leadership training and other worthwhile activities for Temple     
youth. 

 Goldschein/J. Schwartz Confirmation Trip Scholarship Fund 
 Irving Bussel Fund for the Benefit of the Religious School 

 For teacher education workshops 
 Norman & Iris Pianko Innovative Education Fund  

 For innovative programs for teachers and/or students of the 
Religious School 

 Rabbi Nathanson Adult Education Fund  
 For special & adult eduation programs 

 Religious School Equipment Fund 
 To purchase equipment for the Religious School 

 Ruth Rutenberg Fund for Lifelong Learning 
 To support and publicize lifelong learning 

 Sarah Fund For Religious School Scholarships 
 The Dreier Family Fund for the Religious School 

 To enhance the Religious School through art, theater, or music  
     programming 
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TEMPLE SHOLOM
1925 LAKE AVENUE

SCOTCH PLAINS, NJ 07076

ADDRESS SERVICE REQUESTED

DATED MAIL

Non Profit Org.
U.S.POSTAGE

PAID
Rahway, N.J.

Permit No. 712

TEMPLE SHOLOM FUNDS (Please Indicate One)
The following are funds that members of Temple Sholom have created to encourage activities by and  
for members of the congregation and the surrounding community. Named tributes (minimum of $15)  

as well as regular donations are welcome

I would like to donate 0 $18 0 $36 0 $54 0 Other $ ____ to the fund marked below in
0 Honor / 0 Memory of ______________________ By ___________________ 

0 My check is enclosed 0 Please bill my Temple account (Temple members only)

EDUCATION & SCHOLARSHIP FUNDS

0  A. A. Null/ Lang Kodesh Fund for Youth Activities  
For leadership training and other worthwhile activities for Temple youth.

0  Chai Campership Fund 
To support our youth in attending Jewish camp & travel to Israel 

0  Education Inclusion Fund 
  Funds staffing and resources to support successful inclusion of children 
with special needs in educational programs

0  Goldschein/J. Schwartz Confirmation Trip Scholarship Fund

0  Irving Bussel Fund for the Benefit of the Religious School 
For teacher education workshops

0  Norman & Iris Pianko Innovative Education Fund  
For innovative programs for teachers and/or students of the  
Religious School

0  Rabbi Nathanson Adult Education Fund  
For special & adult eduation programs

0  Religious School Equipment Fund  
To purchase equipment for the Religious School

0  Ruth Rutenberg Fund for Lifelong Learning  
To support and publicize lifelong learning

0  Sarah Fund For Religious School Scholarships

0  The Dreier Family Fund for the Religious School  
To enhance the Religious School through art, theater, or  
music programming

GENERAL FUNDS
0  Building Beautification Fund

0  Cantor’s Discretionary Fund

0  Congregants’ Emergency Fund  
To provide short term financial aid to members in dire straits

0  Frances & William Goldstein Library Fund  
To purchase & repair publications, books & equipment

0  Hospitality Fund

0  Litner/Podolier Membership Assistance Fund

0  Marie Fuss Senior Citizen Fund  
To provide an annual special program for this membership group

0  Mortgage Retirement Fund

0  Music Fund To enhance music at the Temple

0  Prayerbook Fund

0  President’s Discretionary Fund  
To be used by the President for/to the benefit of the Temple

0  Rabbi’s Discretionary Fund

0  Temple Sholom Endowment Fund  
Initial Funding from Harold Schwartz President’s Fund

0  Temple Sholom Wish List Donation

0  Tzedakah Fund for Social Action & Caring Committee Activities

0  Unrestricted Temple Donation


